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I. Geodesy's Roles in California Earthquake Hazard 
 

In 2009, we continued to help to quantify California earthquake hazard by interpreting 
the constraints provided by geodetic deformation data. Ultimately we would like to merge geo-
detic data with geological data by means of fault systems and earthquake simulators to devise a 
self-consistent system-level model for stress accumulation by tectonic deformations and subse-
quent release by slip on faults. 

Geodetic data plays two roles in quantifying earthquake hazard. The first are Stand-Alone 
Approaches that do not involve fault systems. In these approaches, geodetic site velocities are 
first turned into strain rates, then strain rates are turned 
into moment rates, then moment rates are turned into 
earthquake rates. (A new Stand-Alone Approach de-
veloped last year is described below.) The second role 
includes Combined Approaches where geodetic data 
merges with fault systems and earthquake simulators to 
improve hazard estimates. Elements of Stand-Alone 
Approaches may be included in the Combined Ap-
proaches, so the methods go hand-in-hand. 

 
II. Geodetic Hazard - Original Stand-Alone Ap-
proach- 
 
The original Stand-Alone Approach to geodetic earth-
quake potential has been described by us several times: 
(1) Compile interseismic velocities using available 
GPS sites (Figure 1, left).   
(2) Invert GPS horizontal site velocities into maximum 
geodetic strain rate  

˙ ε max = max[| ˙ λ 1|, | ˙ λ 2|]     (1) 
using a variable-sized smoothing window taking care to remove rotations (Figure 1, right). ˙ ε max  
is the largest eigenvalue ( ˙ λ 1 or ˙ λ 2 in absolute value) of the horizontal strain rate tensor.  
(3) Translate the maximum geodetic strain rate into geodetic moment rate density  

˙ M geodetic(r) = 2µHs
˙ ε max    (2) 

using Kostrov’s formula per unit area and maps of seismogenic thickness, Hs. Seismogenic 
thickness varies place to place, so high strain rates in Figure 1 do not necessarily translate to high 
earthquake moment rate. 
(4) Finally, moment rate density becomes earthquake rate density (or earthquake potential) un-
der the assumption that (2) distributes into earthquake sizes that follow a truncated Gutenberg-
Richter distribution of given b-value and Mmax.  

 
Figure 1. (Left) GPS geodetic sites in Nevada 
and California. (Right) Original Stand-Alone 
map of strain rate inverted from horizontal 
site velocities. To reflect earthquake rates, 
strain rates have to be scaled by seismogenic 
thickness Hs. High strain rates observed in 
places like Parkfield do not necessarily corre-
spond to high earthquake potential. 
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II. Geodetic Hazard - New Stand-Alone Approach. 
 
As a bridge to a Combined Approach, a new geodetic Stand-Alone Approach was developed last 
year. The new approach runs as follows: 
(1) Compile interseismic velocities using available GPS sites. 
(2) Augment these with virtual GPS sites offshore that are assumed to move at Pacific Plate ve-
locity (Figure 2a).  
(3) Take a baking pan shaped "scoop" of Planet Earth containing California and tile the floor and 
walls of the scoop with dislocations (Figure 2b).   
(4) Adjust the direction and strength of the slip on the dislocation tiles utiles to adequately repro-
duce the measured GPS velocities at the surface sites vgps by solving 

vgps =Vu tiles
geod   (3) 

where Vij is the i-th component of 
one of the GPS site velocities due 
to the j-th unit slip component on 
one of the tiles. With utiles

geod  
known, it is easy to form geodetic 
interseismic velocity (Figure 2C) 
and surface strain rate (Figure 
2D) fields. The advantage of the 
new approach over the original 
approach is that now, the con-
tinuous deformation field within 
the "scoop" obeys the static equa-
tions of elasticity and produces 
no shear stress at the Earth's sur-
face. Moreover all 3 components 
of velocity and 6 components of 
strain and stress are known ana-
lytically, not just at the surface, 
but at all depths within the Earth. 
The new approach offers huge 
advantage in that with utiles

geod from  

(3), we can evaluate, geodeti-
cally-based 3-D Coulomb stress-
ing rates Σgeod  ON SPECIFIC FAULTS AT DEPTH by  

Σgeod = Rtilesutiles
geod   (4) 

where (Rtiles)ij is the Coulomb stress rate on i-th fault element due to the j-th unit slip component 
on one of the tiles. Equation (4) is crucial in merging geodesy with fault systems and earthquake 
simulators.  
 
 

 
Figure 2. New Stand-Alone approach to Geodetic Hazard. (A) 
Combine observed (onshore) and virtual (offshore) GPS data. (B) 
Isolate the entire field volume ('scoop') with buried dislocations. 
(C) Find slips on those dislocation tiles to match the GPS veloci-
ties at the given sites. (D) Use the analytical forms for velocity, 
stress, and strain to estimate geodetic hazards and fault slip rates.  
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III. Geodetic Hazard - Combined Approach with Fault Systems and Earthquake Simula-
tors 
 

Earthquake simulators like ALLCAL are gaining acceptance as viable methods to esti-
mate earthquake hazards on the fault system of California. Previous ALLCAL procedures were 
only interested in earthquakes on the faults, so any off fault deformations were not relevant. Fu-
ture ALLCAL procedures will concern themselves with off fault deformations too in a Combined 
Approach. Geodesy has two roles in the Combined Approach. Geodesy's first role is to help con-
strain the slip rate ON THE FAULTS. Geodesy's second role is to constrain the seismic hazard 
OFF THE FAULTS. Off fault hazard cannot be addressed by earthquake simulators so it needs 
input from geodesy.  

Winding the Machine. One issue in all earthquake simulators is: How does one "wind-up" 
an earthquake machine in a self-consistent, physically plausible manner such that the faults keep 
pace with their estimated geological speed? The previous ALLCAL procedures for fixing the 
driving stresses first moves all j fault elements forward by their stated geological slip rate uj; then 
it computes the induced Coulomb stress rate Σi on the i-th fault element from self-slip (RiiuI) and 
slip on all other elements (Rijuj) by 

Σgeol = −Rugeol   (5) 
An applied interseismic stressing rate 
Σgeol enables each fault element to 
move at its geological rate (averaged 
over time) and lets the machine keep 
making earthquakes. Equation (5) is 
called the backslip method and it as-
sumes that long term slip rates are 
well known from geology -- a sizable 
assumption for some faults. 

Role 1 for geodesy in a Com-
bined Approach would be in joint in-
versions of geodetic site velocities to-
gether with geologically constrained 
fault stressing rates (Σgeol) such that 
both geodesy and geology have a say 
in fixing fault slip rates. As discussed 
in Section II, new methods make it 
possible to compute a geodetically-based Coulomb stressing rate Σgeod at depth on all of ALL-
CAL's fault elements through equation (5). Thus, a purely geodetically-based estimate of the slip 
rate on all the system faults is found immediately from 

−R −1Σgeod = −R
−1Rtilesutiles

geod = u geod   (6) 
In words, ugeod is that set of slip rates that removes the Coulomb stress generated by the in-
terseismic geodetic velocity on all of the system faults. Unlike fault-by-fault inversions for geo-
detic slip rates, all fault interactions are included in (6). Figure 3 plots driving stress rates Σgeol 

and Σgeod  (top) and fault slip rates ugeod and ugeol  (bottom) for ALLCAL's faults. There are many 
differences in geological ugeod and geodetic ugeol slip rates that are worthy of discussion in their 

 
Figure 3. Fault stressing rate (top) and long term slip rates 
(bottom) determined by geology (red) and geodesy (purple).  
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own right, but the goal here 
is not to determine whether 
geological or geodetic slip 
rates are better, but rather 
formulate a joint inversion 
for the driving deforma-
tionsutiles

joint  
V

−R −1Rtiles

⎡ 

⎣ ⎢ 
⎤ 

⎦ ⎥ 
utiles
joint =

vgps
ugeol
⎡ 

⎣ ⎢ 
⎤ 

⎦ ⎥ 
      

(7) 
such that both GPS veloci-
ties vgps and geological fault 
slip rate information ugeol are 
adequately represented. I 
think that it is remarkable 
that information as distinct 
as GPS site velocities and 
geological fault slip rates 
can be quantitatively joined, 
through physical models, into a single equation (7). Figure 4 plots newly determined surface ve-
locities (left) and surface strain rate (right) while Figure 5 plots fault driving stresses (top) and 
slip rates (bottom) obtained from joint inversion (7). These new "compromise" stresses will drive 
ALLCAL and will be used in Role 2 below. 
    Role 2 for geodesy in a Combined Approach. What we wish to do is to use the simulator 
to estimate earthquake hazard ON the faults and geodetic strains to estimate hazard OFF the 
faults. As discussed, geodetic approaches take an interseismic strain field, then finds seismic 
moments, then earthquake potential and hazard. Simple enough, but we can not just add the geo-
detic earthquake potential to the ALLCAL earthquake potential for two reasons: (1) The patterns 
of interseismic strains are temporary and 
will be shed back onto faults during 
quakes;  (2) You would be "double 
counting" earthquake potential in that 
quakes produced from strains shed back 
onto faults are already included in the 
simulator. What we want to find and add 
to the simulator are not interseismic 
strains but rather the "residual" or "geo-
logic" strains and their earthquake poten-
tial off the faults. Coseismic + Interseis-
mic = Geologic has been a basic concept 
in the interpretation of the earthquake 
cycle since Lawson's time, a century ago. 
In 'vertical cut-in-halfspace' models of 
the 1960's and 1970's the combination of 
Coseismic +Interseismic left nothing but 

 
Figure 4. Surface strain rates (right) from interseismic driving velocities (left) 
found by joint inversion of geodetic velocities and geological slips rates. Note 
that stresses near the San Andreas Fault are higher here than in Figure 2D be-
cause geological slip rates have been taken into consideration as well as geo-
detic information. 

 
Figure 5. Fault stressing rate (top) and long term slip rates 
(bottom) determined by geology (red) and the combined 
model (black). The combined model comes from joint inver-
sion (7) and differs from Figure 3 in that it matches reasonably 
both geodetic site velocities and geological slip rates. 
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a step offset in displacement at the cut. In the 2-D concept, no geologic or residual strains accu-
mulate in the Earth through an earthquake cycle. In 3-D fault systems this is not so. The geologic 
deformation field does have step offsets at faults, but also significant residual strains off fault. 
These Geologic strains are presumably released on faults not included in the simulator. So, for 
geodesy's Role 2 in a Combined Approach we will construct a Geologic deformation field by 
summing Coseismic Field with Interseismic fields like Figure 4, compute earthquake potential; 
then and ADD this to the earthquake potential calculated on the faults by the simulator. Now we 
still must be careful not to double count strains. Because the Geologic deformation field is dis-
continuous across faults, it will generate large strains there. Earthquake potential from near-fault 
strain is already included in ALLCAL, so after calculating earthquake potential from the Geo-
logical strains we will "window-out" any potential atop the faults. The window-out would be one 
minus the window-in used to smooth the ALLCAL earthquake potential off the faults. 
 
IV.  Current Project Objectives 
 
(1) Update the Stand-Alone Approaches to earthquake potential and hazard. Updates will in-
clude fresh geodetic information generated by PBO and SCEC's CMM4 which will be released 
eventually.  
(2) Compare the original and the new Stand-Alone Geodetic Approaches. We have two methods 
to compute geodetic strains (Figure 1B and Figure 2D). As yet, they have not been closely com-
pared nor discrepancies interpreted. 
(3) Implement results of joint inversion (7) in a Combined Approach. As outlined above, Geo-
detic data will be employed to drive ALLCAL faults and to estimate off fault earthquake hazard 
from residual geological strains with near-fault regions windowed-out. 
(4) We now have a method to estimate geodetic slip rates on all the faults of California in one 
swoop (Figure 3). Investigating geodetic/geologic rate discrepancies is a clear direction. 
(5) In conjunction with LAD, I'd like to find, or make, a map of seismogenic thickness Hs for all 
of California to better transform geodetic strain to seismic moment (equation (2)). Perhaps a 
map exists, but I have not seen one. Such a map ought to be a SCEC Community Model. 

 


